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A sharp magnetic soliton can be created and propagated in a vertical ratchet structure based on

magnetic layers with out-of-plane anisotropy using a combination of antiferromagnetic and

ferromagnetic interlayer couplings. This allows the use of identical magnetic layers in the stack,

which simplifies the implementation of the ratchet compared to schemes which use alternating layer

thicknesses. The ratchet behavior is analyzed using an Ising-macrospin approximation and conditions

are derived for the propagation of a soliton, which is demonstrated experimentally. Values extracted

from the experimental data for the coercivities and interlayer couplings show significant variation,

which demonstrates the robustness of the soliton propagation. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4914014]

Three-dimensional spintronic devices, with the ability to

propagate information out of the plane, would allow the crea-

tion of very high density storage media and novel forms of

logic.1–3 One way to create a data bit in such devices is

through an elementary excitation from the ordered ground

state. This can be considered to be a domain wall, separating

regions with opposite magnetism in the simplest case, or

dividing the two energetically degenerated states in antiferro-

magnetically coupled lattices.2–8 This form of domain wall,

which can occur in both continuous and discontinuous sys-

tems, is a magnetic kink soliton, which is referred to as a soli-

ton in this work.1,6,9 Two main classes of magnetic materials

can be used, shape anisotropy dominated and perpendicularly

magnetized. For shape dominated materials, a chirality of

rotation can be defined in the wall separating the two

states.10,11 Using Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)

interlayer coupling or dipolar interactions, it is possible to cre-

ate vertical data storage schemes using in-plane materials with

two-dimensional degrees of freedom that exploit this chiral-

ity.8,10,12 A different type of system can be made using per-

pendicular materials where, in the limit of large anisotropy

and sharp domain wall mediated coercive switching, the sys-

tem becomes Ising-like13 and is effectively restricted to one

degree of freedom. However, reducing the system to one

degree of freedom means that using chirality to break the sym-

metry is not possible. This leads to the idea of creating a

ratchet which allows only unidirectional propagation.1,14,15

We have previously demonstrated a vertical ratchet scheme

which uses entirely antiferromagnetic coupling between per-

pendicularly magnetized layers, using alternating layer thick-

ness and interlayer coupling strengths.1,16 In this paper, we

demonstrate that a repeated sequence of antiferromagnetic-

antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic (AF-AF-F) coupled mag-

netic layers creates a synchronous vertical soliton ratchet

whilst using layers of the same material and thickness. We

show theoretically how this scheme can support solitons

across both antiferromagnetically and ferromagnetically

coupled layers creating a generalized ratchet scheme. The fer-

romagnetic coupling breaks the symmetry of the device giving

unidirectionality, which three (or more) AF couplings with

magnetic layers of the same material and thickness cannot do,

even if the coercivity is allowed to vary freely (see supple-

mentary material),17 meaning that no repeating motif soliton

ratchet device is possible. Having identical magnetic layers is

an advantage of this scheme, since different thickness mag-

netic layers have different coercivity responses in terms of fre-

quency,18–20 so although the coercivities can be similar on

typical laboratory timescales of, for example, magneto-optical

Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements, they may be different on

fast, technologically relevant timescales. For these ratchet

schemes, large variations in coercivity between layers can

lead to the breakdown of ratchet behavior. Also, in the scheme

demonstrated here, all of the designed variation needed to cre-

ate the ratchet is in the interlayer coupling which makes the

optimization of the magnetic layer simpler. Experimentally,

we use an eight magnetic layer stack to demonstrate soliton

propagation, creating a soliton ratchet where combined

switching of the ferromagnetically coupled layers leads to

equivalent behavior to that demonstrated using varying thick-

ness layers.

We show the two degenerate ground states of the AF-

AF-F coupling scheme in the two left-hand columns of

Figure 1. The ground states are formed by configurations

which contain no unsatisfied couplings, with a soliton cre-

ated at the conjunction of these two states. The system is

symmetric under the inversion of all the layers, leading to

the three distinct solitons shown in the columns labelled (i),

(ii), and (iii) in Figure 1. We analyze the transitions for the

two layers which form the soliton across the three possible

interlayer couplings, labelled JAF1, JAF2, and JFM. We

assume that each layer undergoes a complete easy axis

switch at one field, an Ising-macrospin approximation, and

those layers are coupled by RKKY interactions, which allow

controlled ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling

0003-6951/2015/106(9)/092404/4/$30.00 VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC106, 092404-1
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between nearest neighbor magnetic layers. In order to sim-

plify the equations we define a quantity J� ¼ J=Mst, which is

the effective field from the interlayer coupling, where J is

the interlayer coupling surface energy density, Ms is the

magnetization saturation, and t is the layer thickness. First,

in Figure 1, column (i), we have a soliton across the JAF1

coupling layer between the magnetic layers labelled a and b.

For simplicity, we use the modulus of the coupling and use

the preceding sign to give the correct switching field. For

layer a, we can write the switching field as

Ha ¼ �Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�FMj; (1)

with Hc the coercivity of the layer, which we take to be the

same for all layers. Similarly, for layer b we have

Hb ¼ �Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�AF2j: (2)

Note that Hc is negative in these equations because we are

switching from up to down. This means that layer b will switch

first as long as jJ�FMj > jJ�AF2j. Similarly, for column (ii)

Hb ¼ Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�AF2j; (3)

Hc ¼ Hc þ jJ�FMj � jJ�AF2j; (4)

where the equation for Hb has changed because that layer has

switched compared to the previous step. This leads to Hc

switching first if jJ�FMj < jJ�AF1j, so that we require

jJ�AF2j < jJ�FMj < jJ�AF1j. The case of the soliton across the F

coupling (column (iii)) requires us to distinguish between two

cases. Layer d can switch at higher fields than c, so from the

previous step the field is simply increased further to complete

a cycle of the ratchet. This gives a three step ratchet with a

soliton across the F coupling for some range of field. Second,

it is possible for layer d to switch at the same time as c. This

gives two step propagation and is equivalent to the ratchet

using varying thickness layer previously demonstrated.1 The

switching fields assuming a soliton across JFM are

Hc ¼ �Hc þ jJ�FMj � jJ�AF2j; (5)

Hd ¼ Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�FMj: (6)

Whether JFM is closer in magnitude to JAF1, in which case

layer c will switch with layer d, or closer to JAF2, in which

case the soliton is stable across the ferromagnetically

coupled layer, determines the behavior of the ratchet.

Equations (5) and (6) also show that there is a link between

coercivity and coupling strength in this ratchet scheme.

Further, the switch of the most antiferromagnetically coupled

layer, b, when the soliton is across JAF1, must occur at more

negative field than any other of the propagation switches

because otherwise the soliton will be able to escape the

whole stack. This leads to the conditions

Hb ¼ �Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�AF2j
<Hc ¼ Hc þ jJ�FMj � jJ�AF2j; (7)

Hb ¼ �Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�AF2j
<Hd ¼ Hc þ jJ�AF1j � jJ�FMj; (8)

which rearranges to

jJ�AF1j � jJ�FMj < 2Hc; (9)

jJ�FMj � jJ�AF2j < 2Hc: (10)

Therefore, large coercivities will increase the range of opera-

tion of the ratchet scheme in terms of the coupling strengths

that can be used. These equations show that for coupled

magnetic layers designed as set out here, an oscillating per-

pendicular magnetic field can drive a soliton unidirectionally

up the stack. The ferromagnetic coupling provides the neces-

sary broken spatial symmetry for ratchet behaviour.

However, this does not lead directly to the ratchet operation,

which also depends on how the switching of one layer

changes the energy of neighboring layers and the interaction

of this with the oscillating applied magnetic field.

We demonstrate this ratchet scheme experimentally using

Pt/Co magnetic layers which provide large perpendicular ani-

sotropy and sharp coercive switching, approximating the

Ising-macrospin behavior.13 The Co layers are coupled using

RKKY interactions through Pt/Ru/Pt spacers. In order to cali-

brate the three different coupling strengths, we grew a series

of bilayer and trilayer samples (see also supplementary infor-

mation).17 Figure 2(a) shows a schematic of the bilayers used

to determine the antiferromagnetic coupling strength. We are

able to control the AF coupling strength by varying the Pt

thickness either side of the Ru layer,21 as shown in Figure

2(a). For measurement of F coupling, we use a trilayer stack

as shown in Figure 2(b), with this more complicated structure

necessary to prevent the two ferromagnetically coupled layers

switching together.20 By controlling the Ru thickness, we can

find the peak in the ferromagnetic coupling between the first

and second antiferromagnetic peaks.

We now experimentally demonstrate soliton propagation

using MOKE magnetometry. The multilayer stack is shown

schematically in Figure 3(a). We use Ta(4)/Pt(10) buffer

FIG. 1. A schematic of an eight layer AF-AF-F ratchet stack. The two left

hand columns show the two degenerate ground states of the system. The

interlayer couplings are labelled on the left hand side. On the right hand

side, we show the three soliton positions possible in the sample. Column (i)

shows the soliton across a JAF1 coupling formed of two layers labelled a and

b. Column (ii) shows the soliton after correct propagation from column (i),

now across JAF2 formed by layers labelled b and c. Column (iii) shows the

soliton across the JFM coupling formed by layers c and d.

092404-2 Mansell et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 092404 (2015)
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layers (all thicknesses in nm) before adding eight Co 0.6 nm

thick layers with two repeats of the AF1-AF2-F RKKY cou-

pling scheme. For the stronger AF1 coupling we use

Pt(0.68)/Ru(0.85)/Pt(0.68) layers; for the AF2 coupling we

use Pt(0.80)/Ru(0.85)/Pt(0.80) layers and for the F coupling

we use Pt(0.6)/Ru(1.4)/Pt(0.6). Due to the skin depth of the

laser, the relative magnitude of the Kerr signal decreases for

layers nearer the bottom of the stack. Because we have iden-

tical magnetic layers, we can use this as a guide to which

layer is switching. One important consideration is to be able

to inject a soliton into the system.8,16 For simplicity, we use

a scheme where we add another AF1 coupled layer at the

bottom of the stack as shown in Figure 3(a) in order to create

a soliton at remanence when coming from saturation.

Coming from saturation (A) layer 2 will be the first to switch

(B) as shown in Figure 3(b), which gives the major loop of the

stack (black). This in turn means that layer 3 is now stabilized

by the AF1 coupling to layer 2. The next layer to switch is the

only one with two antiferromagnetic couplings to neighboring

layers, layer 6 (C). After this switch, at remanence, we have

created a soliton, indicated by the blue star in Figure 3(a), con-

sisting of two layers, 3 and 4, parallel aligned across an AF2

coupling. Then in the major loop we see that we have com-

bined switching of layers 4 and 5 (D), then 7 and 8 (E).

Finally, layers 1 (F) and 3 (G) switch, which have to overcome

high AF coupling and so switch at the highest fields.

In order to propagate a soliton (shown in red in Figure

3(b)) we start at remanence (C), then increase the field until

layers 4 and 5 switch (D) together and then reduce the field

magnitude. This leaves the sample in state D with a soliton

consisting of layers 5 and 6. On reducing the field we reach a

point where the total moment reduces again as layer 6 reverses

(S1). We can see that the state reached is one that does not

occur in the major loop, which is that of a soliton between

layers 6 and 7. We then increase the field to the same field

that switched layers 4 and 5 and now layers 7 and 8 switch,

which expels the soliton from the stack. Cycling the field back

and forth leads to no further changes since by expelling the

soliton we have reached the ground state of the system. The

fact that the two F coupled layers switch together means that

we have a two step ratchet which is functionally equivalent to

one which uses two different magnetic layer thicknesses alter-

nating with two different AF couplings, as demonstrated pre-

viously.1 We can use minor loops to extract the coercivities

and coupling strengths.1,16 which are given in Table I (see

also supplementary material).17 We assume here that the F

coupled layers behave as a single layer with twice the thick-

ness. We did, however, design the system to have an JFM of

magnitude 250 Oe nm (the maximum in Figure 2(b)) which as

can be seen from Table I is much closer in magnitude to JAF2

than JAF1. This should have led to the possibility of a soliton

across the F coupling, and so a three-step ratchet behavior

(see also Eqs. (4) and (6)). There are several possibilities to

explain this behavior. First, the F coupling is stronger than

FIG. 2. (a) Antiferromagnetic coupling strength as function of Pt interlayer

thickness. The inset shows a schematic of the stack used to measure the cou-

pling. (b) Extracted coupling strength as a function of Ru thickness, using

the stack shown in the inset. All thicknesses are in nm.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic showing the magnetization directions of the layers

during the major loop and soliton propagation, with the interlayer coupling

labelled to the left and the Co layer number to the right. The different layer

configurations are labelled above. The position of the soliton is labelled by

the blue star. (b) MOKE data showing the major loop of the sample (black)

and soliton propagation (red).
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expected, possibly due to an increase in roughness, and there-

fore pinholes, as the stack height increases.22 This would

cause domains in both ferromagnetically coupled layers to nu-

cleate simultaneously and a coupled domain wall to move

across the film, which we have seen in MOKE microscopy

(see supplementary material).17 Even without pinholes, collec-

tive switching of two F coupled layers is likely, since both

Zeeman energy and the coupling will favour this, unlike the

AF coupled case. The nucleation of domains is dominated by

the most ferromagnetic defects for both the F coupled layers,

which is not true in all cases for AF coupled layers, for exam-

ple, layer 6 during soliton propagation, where nucleation

occurs at the most antiferromagnetic defects.22 The data in

Table I also show that the ratchet scheme was able to operate

even with a fairly wide dispersion of both coercivity and cou-

pling in this particular stack indicating the robustness of soli-

ton propagation to such random variation.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the

vertical propagation of a soliton in a repeated AF-AF-F

coupled superlattice, having derived the conditions for correct

soliton propagation in such a structure assuming an Ising-

macrospin behavior. The combined switching of the two fer-

romagnetic layers seen experimentally means that this design

is functionally equivalent to the previously demonstrated ver-

tical ratchet schemes. This work shows the possibility of cre-

ating ratchet devices using mixed ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic coupling with unvaried magnetic layers

which allow out-of-plane propagation of data.
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Co layer Hc (Oe) Coupling layer Coupling (Oe nm)

7þ 8 923 JFM *

6 876 JAF2 209

4þ 5 996 JAF1 374

3 516 JFM *

2 731 JAF2 236

1 799 JAF1 505

JAF1 415
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